
Celebrity  Baby  News:  Seth
Meyers  and  Wife  Alexi  Ashe
Announce  the  Birth  of  Baby
Boy

By Dena Linzer

Celebrity  baby  news  is  always  exciting,  but  the  way  to
announce  it  can  vary  depending  on  the  couple.  Celebrity
couple Seth Meyers and Alexi Ashe recently welcomed a baby boy
on  Sunday,  March  27th,  according  to  UsMagazine.com.  There
aren’t many details beyond that yet, but we have a feeling
that with all the baby fever in Hollywood these days, Seth may
have a few things up his sleeve he’d like to share down the
road.
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This celebrity baby news is lacking
in details! What are some ways to
announce  details  about  your  new
baby to friends and family in bulk?

Cupid’s Advice:

Celebrity couple Seth Meyers and his wife Alexi were excited
to announce their first celebrity baby, but telling everyone
the big news can be a bit overwhelming. Cupid has some helpful
advice for this life-changing time:

1. Use social media: We all know it can look a tad tacky to
announce anything overly personal via Facebook and Instagram,
but when it comes to big news like a new baby, it’s important
to let your friends and family know. The easiest way to do
this is by posting a status on Facebook, after telling your
closest relatives and friends. You can make it as creative as
you want!

Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Ne-Yo and Wife Crystal
Renay Welcome a Baby Boy

2. Have your friends help: Having a child can be exhausting!
Repeating the details to each and every friend and relative is
the last thing on your mind, so ask one of your most talkative
friends to spread the word. Hand them your contact list and
have them make calls, send emails, and text everyone. They’ll
enjoy telling the story, your friends will be happy to hear
the news, and you’ll be spending time with your new baby.

Related Link: Seth Meyers Marries Alexi Ashe

3. Have a party: Sometimes the simplest way to tell everyone
the same story is by inviting them all over. Whether you make
it a small get-together and discuss baby details over brunch,
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or you have a huge party at night with everyone at your house.
You can tell the story once and not worry about repeating it
throughout the week. Also, your friends and family will be
super excited to meet the new baby!

What are some ideas you have to announce a new baby? Share
your stories below!


